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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the Edible-nest Swiftlet industry

has witnessed incredible growth" These
special birds are able to provide us, in the form of their white nests, with both health and
wealth. Malaysia hopes to become a leading exporter of edible bird's nests and their related
products. The government has recognised this industry as an important avenue to generate
income without adversely affecting the environment. However, many individuals today have

become involved in the business without truly understanding all the complexities of
sustainably farming these interesting birds" ICOTOS 2011 hopes to bring to light many of the
unanswered questions surrounding this species and how best their natural nests can be
harvested for the benefit of all.

EDIBLE-NEST SWIFTLET

There are several types of wild swiftlets that nest in caves in
Malaysia. Of these, only two species produce nests using
their saliva as cement" Glossy Swiftlets construct nests
brown in colour made from plant material and stay near the
entrance of the cave because they cannot navigate in the
dark very well. Mossy Swiftlets, use moss to build their
nests. Black-nest Swiftlets and Edible-nest Swiftlets use
echo-location to navigate in the dark and therefore build
their nests deeper inside the cave. They both use saliva to
build their nests. The Black-nest Swiftlet mixes many of its
feathers in the nest construction, giving an overall dark
appearance, The Edible-nest Swiftlets nest is white in
appearance because its nest is made almost entirely from
saliva with only a very few feathers mixed in.
Edible-nest Swiftlets, while not very colourful, are
very interesting birds. They are able to navigate in the dark
by using sound, 'echolocation'. Very few birds are able to do
this. Echolocation is what allows them to find their way
around in the darkest parts of caves, and allows them to
nest in the darh man-made swiftlet farms.

Figure 2. Glossy Swiftlet

Figure 1. Gomantong Cave, Borneo.

Figure 3. Mossy-nest Swiftlet
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Figure 4. Black-nest Swiftlet

Figure 5. Nest harvesting, Redang Island

The same swiftlets travel great distances in search of food each day. They are thought

to be able to sleep in midair. They have weak legs and cannot perch like other birds. They
must fly all day after leaving their nest, only resting when they return at dusk. They cling to
the outside ofthe nest to rest"

Figure 6. Edible-nest Swiftlet

This swiftlet is one of the very few wild animals that is able to provide humans with
lucrative economic benefit, while humans, by building the swiftlet houses and harvesting the nests according to environmentally sound practices, are able to support
and even increase the species population.
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Nests are constructed by the birds only at night and both the male and female contribute to
this process. The white material used comes from the saliva of the bird. During the day the
birds will feed outside, while at night they work on the construction of their nest which can
take up to 40 days to complete. Eggs are laid once the nest is complete, usually two, and take
25 days to hatch. The young remain in the nest
for another 45 days before they are ready to fly

away. Once fledged, the nests can be safely
harvested without negatively impacting the
birds. Once the nests are harvested, the swiftlet
will begin construction of a second nest as they
can lay eggs 2-3 times per year. If the nest is not
harvested, the birds will begin to raise a second
brood inside the old nest, Nests which are used
two or three times become dirty and hard to
clean, and are therefore of less economic value.
Figure 7. Newly hatched swiftlets

The taxonomy of the farmed swiftlet is something that is still open to debate. Scientists
have discovered that the farmed swiftlets in
Malaysia today have a slightly different appearance from the cave-dwelling swiftlets
from which they are thought to have originated, DNA studies need to be carried out to
compare the Edible-nest Swiftlets breeding in
the caves on Redang Island in Terengganu,
with the Edible-nest Swiftlets breeding in the
numerous man-made structures being built,
Figure 8. Farmed swiftlet colony
HISTORY

Edible Bird's Nest was introduced to China some 600 years ago, The nests and their health
benefits were said to be discovered by Admiral ZengHe while on his voyages to the Malay Archipelago in the 1400's during the time of the Ming Dynasty.

While sailing through stormy weather, his exhausted and weakened sailors took refuge on an
island. There in the caves they discovered colonies of nesting swiftlets. Running low on supplies and thinking that the white nests were constructed from seaweed, the sailors cooked and
ate the nests. The weakened sailors soon gained back their strength. The nests were then introduced to China and have ever since been associated with medical benefits. In 1589, there is
evidence of a tax being imposed on bird's nests by the Ming Dynasty, indicating significant
trade at such an early date, Records in the 1700's show trade of bird's nests between Batavia
and China to be in the millions of pieces.
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The Edible-nest Swiftlet can be found throughout much of South East Asia. It initially
was only found nesting in caves. But late in the 19th century, in Java, Edible-nest Swiftlet colonies
were found'making use of man-made buildings to nest. Some of this shift to occupy buildings was
spontaneous, while other instances involved human intervention.

It was discovered that you could take the eggs of wild cave dwelling Edible-nest Swiftlets
them to colonies of Glossy Swiftlets, which make their nests out of plant material and
transfer
and
build their nests in man-made structures. The new adoptive parents would successfully raise the
newly transferred birds. The grown Edible-nest Swiftlets would then establish a colony in the new
location, creating valuable nests for harvest. This transfer of eggs contributed to the expansion in
the population of Edible-nest Swiftlets.

In Malaysia, early records of Edible-nest Swiftlets occupying man-made buildings occurred
in the late 1940's in Penang, Perak, Malacca town and also in Kuala Lumpur. In Kuala Terengganu
in the early 1970's, established colonies of swifts producing white nests were already in place along
sea-front shophouses. Terengganu locals say that the nests were there even prior to Malaysian independence.

Figure 9. Kuala Terengganu shophouses with nesting swiftlets
Once established in man-made sftuctures, the Edible-nest Swiftlet population expanded rapidly. No
longer are they only found nesting in caves, but today they can be seen in great numbers, occupying
the abundant man-made structures, created specifically for this purpose.

SWIFTLET HOUSES

Bird 'farming' is now a multi-million dollar business. The Edible-nest Swiftlet used to nest exclu-

sively in caves. To encourage nesting away from caves, people have been building sttuctures to create a cave like atmosphere, conducive to the birds. These structures are appearing all over Malaysia,
lndonesia, Thailand and other countries in the region. The swiftlet 'hotels', as they are often referred to, were first set up close to the coast, but as the bird population grows, they can now be
found far inland.

The structures come in various shapes and sizes, made from bricks, cinder blocks, cement and
wood, some simple versions even use roof sheeting and plywood to keep costs low. They all function the same way, to create a cave like habitat that will allow the birds to build their nests.
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Figure

ll.

Swiftlet house, Kenyir

As the white nests are so valuable, many people have been
getting involved in the industry and are building swiftlet
breeding buildings wherever they can and with whatever
budget is available to them. Today we can see a wide

Figure 12. Swiftlet house, Kuala Berang

variety of building Epes, all hoping to attract the same
birds to breed. Some swiftlet hotels are converted
shophouses, where windows are sealed and ceilings are
modified to create nesting space. Others build simple
structures on their residential or vacant land. These privately owned buildings can cost from a few thousand
ringgit up to hundreds of thousands of ringgit.

To create the correct conditions to attract the birds, several elements must be closely controlled.
Light, temperature, air velocity and humidity are the most important factors. Light must be very low
inside the structure in order to provide the birds with a nesting place similar to a dark cave. To do
this, the main entrance hole, usually near the top of the structure must be positioned so as to not
allow direct sunlight to enter deep inside the building. Temperatures between 26 and 35 degrees
Celsius are within the range allowing for nest production. Temperature is pontrolled by allowing for
ventilation in the buildings. This is often done by using 'L' shaped elbow pipes placed in the walls
which allow air to flow without admitting light. Humidity is another factor to be controlled. Too
humid an environment and fungus builds up and the birds will not nest on fungus covered surfaces.
Too low, and the nest will not adhere to the wall surface. Relative humidity in the range of 80%90o% works best. This is controlled with the installation of humidifiers and pools of water inside the
structure.

Figure 13. Temperature and Humidity Sensor

Figure 14. Swiftlet house records
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15. Ventilation pipes

Figure 16. Humidifier

Individuals are not the only ones involved in swiftlet farming. New businesses are being established
as well, where large swiftlet hotel complexes are constructed and managed by a group. This group
then seeks investors to cover construction and maintenance costs and in refurn shares the profits from
the harvested nests.

What type of swiftlet house construction works best? There has been some research on this matter,
but certainly not enough to understand the issue completely.

How best to attract and keep the wild bird population breeding at your site? Attracting swiftlets to
your newly constructed building is done by playing recordings of the birds vocalizations. These recordings are sold to newcomers to the business. One recording is to be played outside your building
at certain times of the day, while another recording is to be played inside your building at other
times. But do we know which recording works best? What is the lowest volume that would produce
positive results? Is it necessary to continue playing the recordings years after the colony of birds has
established themselves? Again, there are more questions than answers.
FOOD ST]PPLY
Swiftlets, as with many other bird species, feed on insects.
The issue of food for these birds is an important one. We
can construct a building for them to nest in, we can control
the temperature, light, wind and humidity, but the one thing
we cannot control, nor can we provide, is food. The birds.
remain wild, and find food on their own each day. We only
harvest the nests after the youhg birds have successfully
fledged"

Figure 17. Commercial Swiftlet House

To have an ample supply of insects to support the population of swiftlets, you need to have open areas of land and
forest that produce such insects. Modern agriculture uses
many pesticides to control the insect population. Deforestation also reduces insect populations. If the insect population
declines, so will the swiftlet population and with it, the rich
resources it provides in the way of their white nests.
Figure 18. Swiftlet Aviary
Some entrepreneurs are experimenting with ways to actually feed the swiftlets nesting in their houses. Some are moving towards captive breeding of these
wild birds. To do so, large aviaries are built beside the swiftlet houses. The birds are allowed to
leave the house and fly around the aviary, but they are not released into the wild. Food must then be
provided for the birds. As the swiftlets eat flying insects, the challenge is to find enough suitable
food and have them feed in mid-air as is their nature.
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NEST CLEANING
many swiftlet farm
a time consuming o
clean nests can

nests without cleanir-rg them. The
r to earn their profits from the raw
the market'

fetch

Figure

19. Nest cleaning

The best cleaning method is labour intensive and involves water, a few simple tools such as moulds,
tweezers, and skill. Edible-nest swiftlets build their nests over a period of time. In the process of
building up layers of the white nest made from saliva, feathers can get stuck in the structure. These
feathers must be removed, along with any dirt, sand, egg shells etc. that are typically found in a used
nest.

The raw nests are first soaked in water to make them soft. Then skill and patience are needed to remove any visible impurities by hand, without destroying the overall structure of the nest. Nests that
keep their natural shape have a higher sale value. The cleaned nests are finally air dried. Plastic and
stainless steel moulds are used to support the nests during the cleaning and drying process.

PRODUCTS
Swiftlet nests have become very valuable over the
years. Even with increased production, the price of
nests continues to climb. A typical box of cleaned
nests weighs just 50 grams and holds not more
than 9 nests. This box will retail for RM600' Nests
sold in this way are consumed for their health
benefits.

Figure 20. Packaged nest

Downstream industries are now taking these nests and producing a host of products with them. These
include lotions, drinks and concentrated liquids, all with supposed health benefits. Popular hypermarkets in the country sell Edible Bird's Nest drinks for as little as RM5, while a small bottle of concentrated bird's nest in liquid form can cost almost RM200.
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Figure 21. Nest retailers, Medan, Indonesia

Figure 22. Edible-nest swiftlet products

The white nests contain 600/o protein, 25%o carbohydrates and l5Yo minerals. This combination is
said to inhibit colds and coughs, promote cell groMh, enhance skin repair, retard ageing and even
promote the healing of surgical wounds, Other implied benefits include enhancing immunity, cleansing ofblood and cancer prevention.
Online businesses offer a host of products to assist the swiftlet farmers. From tweezers for picking
nests clean, to plastic and stainless steel drying moulds costing from RM60 to RM200 each. 5 litre
jugs of aroma liquid are also available, said to attract swiftlets to your 'roving area' and swiftlet
house, making the birds feel secure and to encourage breeding.
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Cleaning services can also be acquired online
where customers are charged between RM1,100 RMl,300 per kg to have their harvested nests
manually cleaned.

Companies also offer special 'Fake Nest' kits'
These informative kits educate consumers on how
to identifu artificial nests and nests processed
using colouring or bleaching.

In Terenggant, a harvested nest before cleaning
can be sold for RM35-45 a piece. The Malaysian
Veterinary Department provides the following

Figure 23. Harvested nests

figures:

Local Market
Unprocessed Nests
Cleaned Nests

5,500
- RM 8,000

RM 4,500 - RM

RM 6,000

per kg
per kg

International Market
Unprocessed
Cleaned

RM 8,000 - RM 12,000 per kg
RM12,000- RM 24,000 per kg

MAJOR ISSUES
This growing industry is not without its problems. As with any endeavour, the deeper you explore
the subject, the more questions you raise. There are many unknowns iri the swiftlet industry and
more research needs to be done on the ecology of these birds and how best to see this industry grow
in an environmentally sound manner. Although these nests are said to bring great health benefits to
those that consume them, and great wealth to those that provide nesting sites for them, not everyone
is happy with swiftlet farming.

In many urban areas, residents are complaining of the noise from the swiftlets and from the

recordings thatarc played to attract them. Residents also argue that zoning bylaws should prohibit
the rearing of animals so close to humans as this could lead to the spread of diseases. The lucrative
nature of the business however, means that many people ignore the complaints and construct swiftlet
structures in busy residential and urban areas.

Local councils are now grappling with this issue and are trying to establish guidelines and
procedures, a legal framework, to deal with this growing problem.

While many argue that the wild swiftlets are more disease resistant tiran many other farmed animals,
one cannot deny the fact that the man-made cave-like dwellings are filthy. To create the proper
breeding environment, the floor must be covered in bird droppings where a multitude of organisms
live. Many feel that such unsanit conditions should not be adjacent to human dwellings.
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Figure 24. Floor covered in bird feathers and droppings

Humans gain substantial economic profit from a wild animal and in doing so, support the survival of
that species. For once, we are able to benefit from nature, without destroying it. However, what
must also be considered and studied, is the impact the rapid increase in the Edible-nest Swiftlet
population is having on other species competing for the same sources of food. It may be that other
swiftlet species as well as other insect eating birds are seeing their population decline, and this in
turn may have an unanticipated impact on the ecosystem.

For those that own swiftlet houses, there are many variables involved in increasing the number of
birds in your house and encouraging them to build nests. Yet little research has been done on what
works best. There are different styles of houses with various dimensions made from a host of
materials. Which swiftlet design is best? How much or how little sound is needed to attract birds?
What is the lowest volume that will work? These are only a few examples of areas that need to be
explored further, ICOTOS 2011 hopes to act as a forum where these and other issues can be brought
to light, discussed and hopefully resolved.

CONCLUSION
The swiftlet farming industry in Malaysia today has great potential. The government, through the
Ministry of Agriculture and Agro-Based lndustry, and the Department of Veterinary Services are
working to encourage growth in this lucrative industry. They have developed a roadmap for success,
and have initiated guidelines for operators. Universiti Sultan Zainal Abidin, beginning with ICOTOS
2011, hopes to play its part in participating in this industry for the benefit of all.
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